IMPACT SCHOLARS
PROGRAM OFFERINGS

WELLNESS WORKSHOPS

Workshops are listed each semester on the website. Impact scholars are required to attend 2 workshops in each area of wellness before graduation.

- Finding your purpose/Career exploration
- Physical health
- Navigating your social networks
- Financial literacy
- Community outreach

IMPACT PRACTICES

Participate in 1 Impact Practice. Additional Impact Practices should be approved by Impact staff member.

- Study Abroad
- Summer Research
- Recurring service through the Center for Civic Engagement
- Internship
- Peer leadership position
- TAP mentoring
- Leadership Institute
- Higdon Leadership Certificate

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS

- One on one Strengths coaching each semester
- Maintain a 2.0 GPA
- Create an artifact that displays understanding and application of personal wellbeing
- Create and update academic roadmap in semester advising sessions

IMPACT YOUR EXPERIENCE

Impact Scholars is a unique way for students to engage on campus, build community, and prepare for a successful life post-graduation.

CONTACT

Center for Academic Performance and Persistence
(843) 953 - 5674
capp@cofc.edu

*Program offerings subject to change